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Sheng Lingfeng’s eyebrows twitched. Just as he was about to ask Liuli Xiangsi not to make sarcastic 

remarks, he heard Xuanyuan Shen’s second son, Xuanyuan Yao, curse angrily, “Old witch! What 

nonsense are you saying?! My father’s life is on the line now. Don’t make sarcastic remarks here!” 

Xuanyuan Ming lowered his head and stood behind Liuli Nuonuo without saying a word. His fiancée, the 

youngest daughter of the Mo Clan’s elder, Mo Yunyan, also didn’t say a word. 

As for his third son, Xuanyuan Jing, he was on the way back from Divine Realm Academy and didn’t have 

the time to watch this scene. However, Jing Sa stood beside Luo Shihan with a terrified expression. From 

time to time, she would glance at Xuanyuan Shen’s room with worried eyes. 

When Liuli Xiangsi heard Xuanyuan Yao’s words, she suddenly floated in front of him and slapped him 

hard. 

A slap mark instantly appeared on Xuanyuan Yao’s handsome face. 

“Where did this bastard come from? How dare you act out in front of me?” Liuli Xiangsi deliberately 

widened her eyes and looked around. When she saw Luo Shihan, who was standing behind Xuanyuan 

Yao, she let out a sarcastic laugh and said, “Oh, so you’re the second young master of the Xuanyuan 

Clan. Your mother is the second mistress. When she sees Nuonuo, she has to call her sister. Then you 

have to call me aunt.” 

“It’s fine if you don’t know how to be polite when you see your aunt, but you actually dare to call me an 

old witch.” Liuli Xiangsi glanced at Luo Shihan with a smile on her face. Her words were mean. “As 

expected of a child taught by Madam Luo. You have bad morals since you seduced a married man and 

became a mistress. The son you raised is also a bastard.” 

Xuanyuan Yao’s face turned red with anger when he heard this. His eyes were burning with anger. At 

this moment, Luo Shihan grabbed Xuanyuan Yao’s arm and reprimanded him fiercely, “Yao’er! How dare 

you speak to Madam Liuli like that? Hurry up and apologize to her!” 

Xuanyuan Yao immediately widened his eyes and said in disbelief, “Mom, you want me to apologize to 

her? She’s just a promiscuous woman, a slut! Is she worthy of me apologizing to her?” 

The disciples of the Liuli Clan cultivated Acacia. There were no restrictions regarding the relationship 

between men and women. Xuanyuan Yao hated the women of the Liuli Clan the most. 

Upon hearing Xuanyuan Yao’s words, before Liuli Xiangsi could make a move, Luo Shihan slapped her 

son hard and condemned him loudly, “Xuanyuan Yao! You’re really a bastard! Have you been studying in 

vain all these years? Hurry up and apologize to Madam Liuli. Otherwise, I won’t acknowledge a son like 

you!” 

Xuanyuan Yao was stunned when he saw his mother’s eyes turn red from anger. Then, he understood 

his mother’s difficulties. 



His potential was mediocre, and his mother had relied on being a mistress to enter the Xuanyuan Clan. 

The only person the mother and son could rely on was Xuanyuan Shen. Now that Xuanyuan Shen’s beast 

heart was destroyed, their backer had also fallen. Xuanyuan Jing was still young. Then, as the eldest son, 

Xuanyuan Ming, who was married to the little princess of the Mo Clan, Mo Wuxia, would become the 

most likely candidate to become the new Patriarch. 

If he offended Liuli Xiangsi now, he would definitely suffer. 

After understanding the pros and cons, Xuanyuan Yao could only grit his teeth and swallow it. He 

clenched his fists and lowered his head to apologize to Liuli Xiangsi. “Madam Liuli, I was muddle-headed 

and ignorant. I spoke too rudely. You’re a magnanimous person, so don’t hold it against me.” 

With that, Xuanyuan Yao took the initiative to slap himself twice. 

Liuli Xiangsi wasn’t an aggressive person. Seeing that Luo Shihan was quite sensible, she only snorted 

coldly and walked to Liuli Nuonuo’s side. She asked, “Nuonuo, who ambushed Xuanyuan Shen?” 

Someone who could enter Xuanyuan Shen’s room and severely injure him must be an acquaintance. 

Hearing this, Sheng Lingfeng and the others turned to look at Liuli Nuonuo. 

The butler, who was standing behind everyone, also looked at Liuli Nuonuo silently. 

The only person who had entered the Patriarch’s courtyard today was Madam. When Madam left, her 

arm seemed to be stained with blood. Luther didn’t believe that Madam had nothing to do with 

Xuanyuan Shen being ambushed. However, Madam was only a Supreme Master. How could she defeat 

the Patriarch? 

Everyone waited for Liuli Nuonuo’s answer. 

Seeing that his mother didn’t speak for a long time, Xuanyuan Ming said, “Mom, Luther said that you are 

the only person who has entered my father’s courtyard. If you don’t explain clearly, everyone will think 

that you are the culprit.” Xuanyuan Ming desperately wanted to hear his mother explain the truth. 
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He didn’t believe that his mother was the culprit. 

Liuli Xiangsi also said in a low voice, “Nuonuo, you’re a Supreme Master. I don’t believe that you can 

destroy Xuanyuan Shen’s beast heart in one move. Tell us what happened in this courtyard today!” Liuli 

Xiangsi seemed to be comforting Liuli Nuonuo, but she was also telling everyone who was watching the 

commotion that although Nuonuo was the biggest suspect, she was only a Supreme Master. 

The difference in strength between a Supreme Master and a Grand Master was too great. It was 

impossible for Liuli Nuonuo to be the culprit who harmed Xuanyuan Shen. 

Liuli Nuonuo seemed to have finally come back to her senses. Her eyes suddenly turned red. She looked 

at Liuli Xiangsi with tears in her eyes and choked on her tears as she said, “I was going to get the divorce 

agreement today, but Xuanyuan Shen was unwilling and almost… almost raped me. I…” 



Hearing this, everyone frowned and despised Xuanyuan Shen. 

He deserved it! 

“Then what? What happened after that?” Liuli Xiangsi hurriedly asked her. 

Liuli Nuonuo’s face revealed a terrified expression, and she trembled uncontrollably. It was obvious that 

she had recalled something extremely terrifying. Xuanyuan Ming hurriedly hugged his mother and 

comforted her in a low voice, “Mom, what did you see? Tell me!” 

Liuli Nuonuo nodded. Her tears flowed down as she said with sobs, “I called him a bastard and called 

him disgusting. Then, he slapped me. I wanted to run, so he set up a barrier in the courtyard.” 

Hearing this, Luther hurriedly said, “Yes, I was standing outside the courtyard at that time and heard the 

argument between the Patriarch and Madam.” 

With Luther as a witness, everyone believed Liuli Nuonuo’s words. 

Sheng Lingfeng frowned and asked, “What happened after that?” 

“Later…” Liuli Nuonuo glanced at Xuanyuan Shen’s room in fear. She said,” Later, Xuanyuan Shen 

suddenly hugged his head and howled like a madman. Then, then I saw a transparent phantom floating 

out of Xuanyuan Shen’s body. ” 

Everyone was shocked. “Phantom?” Sheng Lingfeng looked at Carasso and hurriedly asked, “What kind 

of phantom was it?” 

Liuli Nuonuo frowned and said, “That phantom was wearing an ancient robe, and the aura on his body 

was incomparably terrifying. After he waved his hand, I couldn’t speak or move at all. He also seemed to 

be in a cooperative relationship with Xuanyuan Shen. Xuanyuan Shen called him ‘Lord’, and that ‘Lord’ 

seemed to be injured and needed nourishment to recover. Then… then…” 

Liuli Nuonuo’s entire body trembled. She covered her face with her hand and said with a trembling 

voice, “Then, he reached out and entered Xuanyuan Shen’s chest. He sucked his spiritual power and 

even called him a piece of trash. He said that he couldn’t even compare to half a finger of Ouyang Luo…” 

Upon hearing this, Sheng Lingfeng and Carasso looked at each other. Then, the two of them immediately 

rushed into Xuanyuan Shen’s room. 

Ye Qing’an was wrapping up his treatment when he heard someone rudely bang open the door. Ye 

Qing’an looked at the door reproachfully. Seeing that it was Sheng Lingfeng and Carasso, Ye Qing’an 

immediately retracted his condemnation and asked in confusion, “What’s wrong, President?” 

Ye Qing’an was wrapping up his treatment when he heard someone rudely bang open the door. Ye 

Qing’an looked at the door reproachfully. Seeing that it was Sheng Lingfeng and Carasso, Ye Qing’an 

immediately retracted his condemnation and asked in confusion, “What’s wrong, President?” 

Ye Qing’an put away his beast form and reached out to press his hand on Xuanyuan Shen’s throat. He 

realized that although Xuanyuan Shen’s breathing was weak, it was getting stronger and stronger. He 

said, “His life is saved for the time being, but how long he can live will depend on fate.” Ye Qing’an 



looked at Xuanyuan Shen’s old appearance and felt that Xuanyuan Shen might not live for more than a 

year. 

After all, he was old and had lost his beast heart. His days were numbered. 

Hearing that, Sheng Lingfeng didn’t ask further. He only said to Carasso, “Pull him up and take off his 

clothes to see!” 

“Yes.” 

Carasso picked Xuanyuan Shen up and was about to take off his clothes. 

Ye Qing’an shouted in shock, “What are you doing?!” 

Sheng Lingfeng and Carasso didn’t explain. 

Carasso tore open Xuanyuan Shen’s shirt and revealed his back. Sheng Lingfeng glanced at Xuanyuan 

Shen’s back. When he saw the small area of fish scales on Xuanyuan Shen’s back, he flew into a rage. 

“Xuanyuan Shen is indeed colluding with the heavens!” 
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At this moment, Liuli Xiangsi, Ji Linyuan, and the others also walked in. Liuli Nuonuo was also helped into 

the bedroom by Xuanyuan Ming. 

The wound on Xuanyuan Shen’s back and Sheng Lingfeng’s words made a look of surprise flash across Ji 

Linyuan’s face. He said thoughtfully, “Could Xuanyuan Shen be the person who made a pact with the 

creator?” 

Ye Qing’an frowned. “How is that possible?” 

Liuli Xiangsi was enlightened. “No wonder Xuanyuan Shen suddenly fainted on the day the Grand State 

Master passed away. He must have had a guilty conscience and fainted out of fear!” 

Mo Yunyan, the elder of the Mo Clan, stared at the strange fish scale wound on Xuanyuan Shen’s back 

and asked in confusion, “What’s that on his back?” 

Everyone stared at the wound on Xuanyuan Shen’s back with puzzled expressions. 

Sheng Lingfeng explained, “A few days ago, Prime Emperor Dino, Prime Master Di Ruofeng, and God Ling 

Xiao met the creator, who was pursuing Ouyang Luo’s soul, at the Black Dome. That night, Prime Master 

Dino severely injured the other party with the Merman Divine Sword. And the people injured by the 

Merman Divine Sword will have fish scale-shaped wounds on their backs.” 

Sheng Lingfeng stared at the wound on Xuanyuan Shen’s back and said, “Xuanyuan Shen is the new 

partner chosen by the creator. When we kept saying that we would find the creator and kill it, the 

creator hid in Xuanyuan Shen’s body and mixed in with our group!” 

At this moment, Carasso suddenly looked at Liuli Nuonuo and asked, “Madam, what did the phantom 

you saw look like?” 



Liuli Nuonuo recalled and said, “He was very tall and wearing an ancient robe. His hair was also very 

long, but he… had no face.” 

Hearing the last sentence, Sheng Lingfeng said firmly, “It’s him!” 

Xuanyuan Shen woke up slowly at this moment. He saw that everyone was surrounding his bed and saw 

Liuli Nuonuo standing behind Xuanyuan Ming and Xuanyuan Yao while looking at him strangely. Noticing 

that the position where Liuli Nuonuo was standing was the most suitable position to kill Xuanyuan Yao 

and Xuanyuan Ming, Xuanyuan Shen instantly became nervous. 

When Carasso saw that Xuanyuan Shen had woken up, he questioned, “Xuanyuan Shen, let me ask you, 

have you been secretly cooperating with the creator all these years?!” 

Xuanyuan Shen saw Liuli Nuonuo smile. He slowly closed his eyes and gritted his teeth. “…Yes.” 

“Your beast heart was destroyed and you lost all your spiritual power. Was it also done by the creator?” 

Xuanyuan Shen glanced at Liuli Nuonuo and his lips quivered a few times before he replied in a low 

voice, “Yes, he found me useless, so he dug out my beast heart and absorbed all the spiritual power in 

my body. Then, he left and said that he was going to find an even stronger host.” 

Everyone still found it unbelievable when they heard Xuanyuan Shen admit it himself. 

At this moment, Liuli Nuonuo staggered to the bed and said to Xuanyuan Shen, “Xuanyuan Shen, not 

only are you a bastard, but you also implicated my child and made him suffer humiliation! You really 

deserve to die!” Liuli Nuonuo suddenly slapped Xuanyuan Shen. Xuanyuan Shen clearly felt a spiritual 

power enter his body through Liuli Nuonuo’s palm. His internal organs were instantly thrown into chaos 

by that spiritual power. 

Xuanyuan Shen suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood. He held Liuli Nuonuo’s hand tightly and glared at 

her with hatred as he said, “Don’t, don’t hurt my child…” 

Before he could finish speaking, Xuanyuan Shen’s head tilted and he died. 

When Liuli Nuo saw that Xuanyuan Shen was dead, she seemed to be frightened. She took a deep 

breath and said in disbelief, “I… I killed him?” 

Liuli Xiangsi clicked her tongue and said, “Nuonuo, you’re a Supreme Master. Xuanyuan Shen is now a 

commoner and seriously injured. Your slap… was quite overboard.” 

Liuli Nuonuo shook her head and said in frustration, “I… I didn’t mean to.” 

Everyone knew that Liuli Nuonuo didn’t do it on purpose, and Xuanyuan Shen deserved to die. Seeing 

that Liuli Nuonuo had accidentally slapped Xuanyuan Shen to death, no one scolded Liuli Nuonuo. 

Luo Shihan’s legs went weak and she almost fell to the ground. 

She was doomed. All the wealth and glory were gone. 
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Xuanyuan Shen was dead. 

Everyone had just discovered his true colors when he was slapped to death by Liuli Nuonuo. This caught 

them off guard. 

Staring at Xuanyuan Shen’s face, no one spoke for a moment. At this moment, a sorrowful cry came 

from behind Luo Shihan. “Brother Shen!” 

Upon hearing this shrill cry, Luo Shihan rolled her eyes and cursed, “Drama queen!” 

A green figure flashed in front of everyone’s eyes. They saw Xuanyuan Shen’s third wife, Jing Sa, squeeze 

out from behind Luo Shihan. She staggered towards the bed and hugged Xuanyuan Shen tightly. At this 

moment, Xuanyuan Shen’s body was still warm. 

However, when Jing Sa thought about how the person in her arms was already dead, the skin hidden 

under her clothes instantly had goosebumps. 

But at this moment, Jing Sa couldn’t care less about being afraid. 

She hugged Xuanyuan Shen and cried. As she cried, she said, “Brother Shen, how can you leave just like 

that? How can you bear to abandon us?! If you leave, what will happen to the rest of my life? Jing’er is 

still young. What will happen to him?” 

Jing Sa suppressed her fear and put on a pained and reluctant expression. She stroked Xuanyuan Shen’s 

old face and said with tears in her eyes, “You were worried about us, right? So before you died, you 

were still begging her not to hurt Jing’er, right?” 

Jing Sa turned around and looked up at Liuli Nuonuo with tears in her eyes. She said, “You’re kind-

hearted. You won’t be heartless enough to chase Jing’er out of the Xuanyuan Clan, right?” 

Jing Sa was afraid that Liuli Nuonuo would kick them out, so she deliberately forced Liuli Nuonuo to be 

magnanimous in front of Sheng Lingfeng and the others. 

Not to mention that there was an additional bloodthirsty foreign soul in Liuli Nuonuo’s body, but Liuli 

Nuonuo herself was not magnanimous either. 

Liuli Nuonuo laughed in front of everyone. 

“Xuanyuan Jing is considered half my son?” Liuli Nuonuo stared at Jing Sa’s stomach and smiled. 

“Ridiculous. Xuanyuan Jing is a child who came out of your womb. How can he be considered half my 

child?” 

Jing Sa was speechless. 

Luo Shihan rolled her eyes and was so amused that she forgot about Xuanyuan Shen, who was lying on 

the bed. 

In a place where no one could see, Jing Sa grabbed Xuanyuan Shen’s arm tightly. She pretended to be 

sad and smiled before saying, “The Xuanyuan Clan is so big, so there should be a place for us to stay, 

right? Madam, are you really going to force us out? Are you really unable to tolerate us?” 



“The Patriarch’s corpse is still cold. Have you forgotten his last words?” As Jing Sa spoke, tears flowed. 

She laid on Xuanyuan Shen and cried loudly. “Brother Shen, if you leave just like that, how will Jing’er 

and I live the rest of our lives?!” 

Noisy! 

Liuli Nuo looked at Jing Sa, who was crying and complaining. She couldn’t help but frown and say coldly, 

“If you don’t know how to live the rest of your life, do you want me to slap you and send you on your 

way after Brother Shen?” 

With a cold laugh, Liuli Nuonuo continued, “The road to hell is long. Brother Shen hasn’t arrived at hell 

yet. If you chase after him now, you might be able to catch up. That’s good too. The two of you can 

reincarnate together and be lovers in your next life.” 

Everyone was speechless. 

Liuli Xiangsi chuckled and said coquettishly, “Nuonuo, you’re much more eloquent than me.” 

Jing Sa didn’t expect Liuli Nuonuo to say such cocky and rude words in front of everyone. Although Liuli 

Nuonuo was usually arrogant, she had just accidentally killed Xuanyuan Shen. How could she still be so 

arrogant? 

Jing Sa was momentarily speechless. 

Liuli Nuo saw that Jing Sa’s lips were pursed tightly and her pitiful face was covered in tears. She 

continued, “Why aren’t you saying anything? Have you forgotten what you said to me when you entered 

the door with Xuanyuan Shen?” 

Jing Sa suddenly stopped crying. She looked at Liuli Nuonuo resentfully. “What did I say?” 

Liuli Nuonuo asked Xuanyuan Shen’s butler, “Luther, do you still remember?” 

Luther was immersed in the sorrow of his master’s death when he was suddenly cued. He was stunned 

and carefully glanced at Jing Sa. Then, he braced himself and said, “Ms. Jing once said that she doesn’t 

covet the assets of the Xuanyuan Clan, nor does she care about the position of the Patriarch’s wife. She 

just sincerely loves the Patriarch and wants to stay by his side.” 
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Xuanyuan Shen had just died, and Luther changed the way he addressed Jing Sa from Third Madam to 

Madam Jing. 

Things had changed so quickly. 

Liuli Nuonuo nodded. “That’s right, word for word.” Liuli Nuonuo looked at Jing Sa teasingly and 

deliberately provoked her. “Look, now that your ‘Brother Shen’ has left, aren’t you going to chase after 

him?” 

Jing Sa’s expression instantly became interesting. 



Luo Shihan heaved a sigh of relief when she saw Jing Sa being mocked by Liuli Nuonuo without any 

ability to quibble. She thought to herself, ‘Fortunately, I didn’t pretend to cry just now.’ 

Sheng Lingfeng and the others were outsiders. Now that Xuanyuan Shen was dead, and Xuanyuan 

Shen’s women had started a fight, it was inappropriate for them, a group of outsiders, to stay here and 

watch the commotion. 

Sheng Lingfeng said to Liuli Nuonuo, “Madam Xuanyuan, although Xuanyuan Shen is already dead and 

it’s meaningless to pursue his responsibility, he colluded with the heavens. This is a serious crime. 

According to the Beast Tamer law, he can’t have the chance to reincarnate. So…” 

Sheng Lingfeng looked at Xuanyuan Ming and frowned. “We have to take Xuanyuan Shen to the 

execution ground of the Beast Tamer Prison and grind his bones to dust!” 

A look of struggle flashed across Xuanyuan Ming’s eyes when he heard this. Xuanyuan Yao knelt down in 

front of Sheng Lingfeng and grabbed his wrist humbly. He begged for mercy, “President, Patriarch 

Sheng, Mr. Sheng! You and my father have been old friends for many years. My father must have been 

forced by the heavens. Please, on account of your many years of friendship, let him rest in peace. Don’t 

reduce him to ashes, okay?” 

Xuanyuan Yao was the most mediocre of the three children, but he was also the one who admired 

Xuanyuan Shen the most and loved him the most. 

When he heard that his father would be dragged away to be burned to ashes, he immediately panicked. 

Hearing Xuanyuan Yao’s words, before Sheng Lingfeng could speak, Xuanyuan Ming said angrily, 

“Second Brother, Father’s actions are a disgrace to the Xuanyuan Clan! He’s a sinner. You shouldn’t beg 

for mercy for a sinner!” 

When Xuanyuan Yao heard his brother’s words, he found a place to vent his anger, fear, and grievance. 

Xuanyuan Yao turned around and scolded Xuanyuan Ming, “Xuanyuan Ming, shut up! You hate him for 

using underhanded methods to get your mother! You can’t wait for him to die, so you’re indifferent 

when you see that he’s going to be burned to ashes! But he didn’t let my mother down! He’s a sinner, 

but he’s also my father! He’s already dead, so why burn his bones to ashes?!” 

“Xuanyuan Ming, do you know that once Father is reduced to ashes, he will disappear from this world 

forever?! Xuanyuan Ming, can you really bear to accept this?!” 

At this moment, Xuanyuan Ming’s eyes gradually turned red. 

In the past, because Xuanyuan Shen had deliberately tarnished Liuli Nuonuo’s image, the people of the 

Divine Moon Empire had a very bad impression of her. As the child of Liuli Nuonuo, Xuanyuan Ming had 

been secretly scolded as the son of a slut when he was young. 

Due to these things, Xuanyuan Ming hated Liuli Nuonuo when he was young. He hated her for being 

promiscuous and shameless. Because he was not close to his mother, Xuanyuan Ming had always been 

very close to his father, Xuanyuan Shen. 

It was only later, when Xuanyuan Shen’s true colors were revealed and he found out that his mother 

was the one who had truly suffered, that Xuanyuan Ming deliberately distanced himself from his father 



and deliberately interacted more with his mother to make up for the estrangement between them 

during the past hundred years. 

Now, Xuanyuan Shen was about to be reduced to ashes. How could Xuanyuan Ming not feel heartache? 

But Xuanyuan Shen was a sinner who had colluded with the heavens! 

It was true that he was pitiful, but what about those who were killed by the heavens? 

Now, the Grand State Master Mo Xiao’s body had not completely rotted. What right did he have to beg 

for mercy for his father?! 

Xuanyuan Shen’s actions had already tarnished the Xuanyuan Clan’s reputation. In the future, it would 

probably be very difficult for the Xuanyuan Clan to recruit guest elders and Beast Tamer disciples. If this 

continued, the Xuanyuan Clan would definitely fall from a second-rate clan to a third-rate clan, or even 

an F-rate clan. 

After Xuanyuan Shen fell, Xuanyuan Ming had to bear the burden of his father’s sins and lead the 

Xuanyuan Clan forward. Under such circumstances, Xuanyuan Ming couldn’t protect his father. 

Protecting Xuanyuan Shen was leading the Xuanyuan Clan to eternal damnation. 

Without arguing with Xuanyuan Yao, Xuanyuan Ming bowed to Sheng Lingfeng, Carasso, and Ji Linyuan. 

He lowered his eyes and stared at the ground. His eyes were already blurred with tears, but his voice 

sounded calm and firm. “Xuanyuan Shen of the Xuanyuan Clan colluded with the heavens, brought 

shame upon the Xuanyuan Clan and caused the Holy Spirit Continent to suffer. His sins are grave! 

Xuanyuan Ming, the son of a sinner, implores the Alliance to turn Xuanyuan Shen’s bones into ashes as a 

punishment and a warning to others!” 

Xuanyuan Yao’s eyes widened. “Xuanyuan Ming, are you crazy?!” 

Luo Shihan and Jing Sa looked at Xuanyuan Ming in shock. 

From the moment Xuanyuan Ming bent down and said these words, he showed how farsighted he was. 

Perhaps this child’s cultivation and talent were not as good as Xuanyuan Jing’s, but in terms of foresight, 

he was the best. 

Sheng Lingfeng looked at Xuanyuan Ming with relief and heartache. Although Xuanyuan Shen was a jerk, 

he had an outstanding son like Xuanyuan Ming. His life was not in vain. 

“Ming’er.” Sheng Lingfeng patted Xuanyuan Ming’s shoulder heavily and said, “You have enjoyed the 

honor your father brought you, and you will continue to live with your father’s sins, but he is him, and 

you are you. Although you are the son of a sinner, you are not a sinner.” 

“The future is very long. I hope you can stay principled, upright, and do everything with a clear 

conscience!” 

Xuanyuan Ming’s tears fell to the ground. He closed his eyes and sighed. Then, he bowed to Sheng 

Lingfeng and said in a choked voice, “I will remember Mr. Sheng’s teachings!” 
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* * 

Xuanyuan Shen had colluded with the heavens for many years, but in the end, the heavens destroyed 

his beast heart and absorbed all his spiritual power. 

Once this matter spread, the cultivation world was in an uproar. 

Yu Huang slept for a few days and had just woken up. Before she could come to her senses, she heard 

Yin Rong and Beatrice discussing Xuanyuan Shen— 

“I heard that Xuanyuan Shen’s body will be burned to ashes on the torture platform of the Beast Tamer 

Prison tomorrow afternoon.” Yin Rong exited the Beast Tamer Alliance’s website and looked up at 

Beatrice. “It’s said that this execution will be broadcasted live on the Beast Tamer Alliance’s website.” 

Beatrice was sizing up the frog paper in her hand. When she heard this, she said, “The situation is 

unstable now. The alliance made this decision because they want to use Xuanyuan Shen as a warning to 

those Beast Tamers who have ulterior motives not to follow in Xuanyuan Shen’s footsteps.” 

“I think so too.” Yin Rong saw that Beatrice had been playing with the frog and asked in confusion, “You 

like frogs a lot?” 

“Feng Yuncheng gave it to me.” Beatrice sized up the frog, but really couldn’t understand what was so 

special about it. 

At this moment, Beatrice suddenly heard Yu Huang say, “That’s an illusion. You only need to kiss the 

frog’s head and it will transform into its true appearance.” 

“You’re awake?” Seeing that Yu Huang had finally woken up, Beatrice and Yin Rong hurriedly got up and 

walked to Yu Huang’s bed to sit down. Yin Rong told Yu Huang, “You’ve been unconscious for a few 

days. Did you really see the heavens? Is he really very terrifying?” 

Yu Huang nodded. “When he revealed the power of a Divine Master, I couldn’t even breathe.” Yu Huang 

said with a serious expression, “He wasn’t exaggerating when he said that he was the ruler of this 

world.” 

Beatrice and Yin Rong also revealed worried expressions. 

Yin Rong suddenly smiled and pointed at the frog on Beatrice’s bed. She said, “Kiss it and let me see if Yu 

Huang is telling the truth.” 

Beatrice said, “How boring.” 

Although she said that it was boring, she still reached out and picked up the frog on the next bed. The 

frog was a paper frog, so it was easy for Beatrice to kiss it. When her red lips landed on the green paper 

frog’s head, the paper frog in her hand suddenly turned into a red rose. 

The rose was blooming beautifully. The thorns on it were still there, and the two green leaves made the 

flower look even more beautiful. 



Beatrice stared at the rose with a shy expression. “What boring thing!” Beatrice pretended to be 

disdainful and threw the flower on her bed. 

Seeing this, Yu Huang smiled and told Beatrice, “I forgot to tell you that this illusion rose was created by 

the owner of the illusion using spiritual power. When you kiss the frog, its owner will also feel it.” 

Therefore, Feng Yuncheng also felt Beatrice’s kiss. 

Beatrice’s expression stiffened. “Why didn’t you say so earlier?” 

Yu Huang shrugged and said, “Your Highness, Fourth Brother and I are buddies. I have to look out for my 

buddy.” 

“Heh, jerk!” 

As Beatrice scolded Yu Huang for being a jerk, she got up and found a mineral water bottle. She filled 

the bottle with water and inserted the rose. 

She even placed the rose on her bedside table. 

Not a single blade of grass grew on the Black Dome, and Rakshasa City didn’t produce roses. This rose 

must have been flown over from another country. This was the first time Beatrice had received such a 

thoughtful gift, so she was quite happy. 

Yu Huang got off the bed and bent down to take out the combat boots under the bed. As she put on her 

shoes, she asked, “Has the Black Spirit Stone Cultivation Room at the back of the mountain been built?” 

“It was just built this morning.” Yin Rong spread her hands and said with a bitter expression, “Look, my 

hands are full of calluses.” 

Whose hand wasn’t? 

Yu Huang asked Yin Rong, “Will there be a break today?” 

“Yes, we have free time this afternoon and tonight.” Yin Rong saw that Yu Huang had taken off her T-

shirt and was only wearing her underwear. She asked Yu Huang, “Are you going out?” Yu Huang pulled 

the curtain closed and hid behind it to take off her underwear and change into clean clothes. 

When the curtain was pulled open again, Yu Huang had already changed into light sportswear. 

She said, “I’m going down the mountain.” 

Yin Rong asked, “Where are you going?” 

Beatrice also looked at her curiously. 

Yu Huang smiled at the two of them mysteriously and said shamelessly, “To live the life of a married 

woman.” 

Yin Rong instantly blushed while Beatrice frowned and said, “How boring.” 

When Yu Huang went downstairs to look for Sheng Xiao, he was taking a shower. When Sheng Zhou saw 

Yu Huang, he quickly shouted in the direction of the bathroom, “Sheng Xiao! Your wife is here!” The 



sound of water in the bathroom stopped abruptly. Soon, Sheng Xiao walked out of the bathroom with a 

towel wrapped around him. 
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Sheng Xiao’s eyes lit up when he saw that Yu Huang was really here. “You’re finally awake.” 

Yu Huang stared at Sheng Xiao’s good figure a few more times. She saw that the marks she left on Sheng 

Xiao last time had disappeared. She thought to herself that she should leave more of them next time. 

“I’m going to see Godmother. Do you want to accompany me?” 

Sheng Xiao nodded immediately. “Okay.” 

Sheng Xiao changed into a shirt and pants. He went down the mountain with Yu Huang and went 

straight to the primitive forest. Just like last time, as soon as they approached the primitive forest, they 

heard a deafening beast roar. It was only when She Ying sensed Yu Huang’s aura and gave an order to 

the beasts that the forest returned to normal. 

Yu Huang pulled Sheng Xiao to the Fox Cave as quickly as possible. When they arrived, the ugly three-

headed Pixiu Demon was there too. When he saw Yu Huang, he couldn’t help but stare at Yu Huang’s 

slender waist under her halter top. Just as his gaze became lecherous, Sheng Xiao and She Ying glanced 

at him coldly. 

The Pixiu Demon didn’t dare to anger She Ying. He looked away. The head in the middle said to the Pixiu 

Demon, “I believe that my Lord has awakened. She Ying, consider what I said.” Then, the Pixiu Demon 

said to Sheng Xiao, “You look familiar.” 

Sheng Xiao didn’t dare to tell the Pixiu Demon that he had worked with Donor to deceive the Pixiu 

Demon last time. However, the Pixiu Demon recognized him. “I remember now. You’re the boy who 

injured the beauty last time!” 

Sheng Xiao’s lips twitched when he heard the word ‘beauty’. He said, “We’re schoolmates. That was just 

a scheme to deal with you.” 

“So, you’re actually friends?” 

Sheng Xiao didn’t refute the Pixiu Demon. 

The image of Donor in a dress flashed across the Pixiu Demon’s mind, then he thought of the holy 

appearance of the angel he summoned that night, and his heart immediately itched. Donor was totally 

out of his league. 

The Pixiu Demon said to Sheng Xiao, “I want to be friends with the little beauty.” 

Sheng Xiao said mercilessly, “He only befriends good-looking people.” 

The Pixiu Demon was offended. 



“Heh, you hypocritical Beast Tamers don’t understand the good side of us demon beasts!” The head on 

the right side of the Pixiu Demon said musically, “Although I’m ugly, my heart is kind. If I love someone, 

it’s forever…” 

The more he spoke, the more ridiculous he sounded. She Ying couldn’t stand it anymore. She glared at 

the Pixiu Demon. “Get lost, you smell. Don’t stink up my Fox Cave!” 

“I’ll leave now!” Before the Pixiu Demon left, he didn’t forget to ask Sheng Xiao, “Do you have his 

WeChat? I snatched a phone from a human Beast Tamer a few days ago. I heard that you don’t need to 

be literate to make friends on WeChat. Give me the little beauty’s WeChat…” 

Sheng Xiao turned around and left with She Ying. 

After the Pixiu Demon left, She Ying left Sheng Xiao outside the barrier as usual and brought Yu Huang 

into the Fox Cave. 

The moment Yu Huang entered the Fox Cave, she discovered that all the weeds in the Fox Cave had 

been moved away. Now, the grass in the Fox Cave was filled with sunflowers. The flowers had yet to 

bloom, but Yu Huang could imagine how bright they would be when they fully bloomed. 

After passing through the sunflower field and entering the Fox Cave, Yu Huang discovered that the cave 

was clean and bright. She Ying added a table, a dressing table, and a computer into the cave. She Ying 

pointed at the computer and said to Yu Huang, “I’m not like that illiterate Pixiu Demon. I can read and 

surf the internet.” 

Yu Huang was amused by She Ying. “I know. Senior is very powerful.” 

She Ying had lived in human society for hundreds of years. She looked like she had completely 

assimilated with humans. The Pixiu Demon and the others had never left the primitive forest. It was 

normal for them not to know anything. 

“How’s Godfather’s recovery?” This was Yu Huang’s motive for coming this time. 

A mysterious smile suddenly appeared on She Ying’s face when she heard this. She blinked at Yu Huang 

and said mysteriously, “There’s a surprise waiting for you.” 

“What is it?” Yu Huang’s curiosity was piqued by She Ying. 

“Follow me.” She Ying brought Yu Huang into the bedroom in the cave abode. The light in the bedroom 

was much dimmer, and only the moonlight stone on the wall was shining. 

Yu Huang walked into the bedroom and saw a charred fox lying on a bed. The fox’s posture was exactly 

the same as the last time Yu Huang saw it, but black and shiny fox fur had grown out of the fox’s charred 

body! 

She Ying held Yu Huang’s hand and placed it on the fox’s abdomen. She said, “Feel it carefully.” 

Yu Huang closed her eyes and sensed carefully. She actually discovered that there was something 

beating in Mo Xiao’s abdomen! 

It was his heart! 



“Godfather’s heart is beating again?” Yu Huang was overjoyed. “This is great.” Only a month had passed, 

but Mo Xiao’s broken heart had already regained its vitality. Presumably, it wouldn’t be long before he 

could be revived. 

“That’s not all there is. Feel it carefully again.” The expression on She Ying’s face became more and more 

unfathomable, as if there was an even greater surprise and she was waiting for Yu Huang to unravel the 

mystery herself. 

Yu Huang calmed down again with anticipation and curiosity and carefully sensed it. 

She separated her psychic power strand by strand. Her psychic power spread out its tentacles and gently 

shuttled through the bloodline in Mo Xiao’s body. When they arrived at Mo Xiao’s chest, Yu Huang 

acutely sensed that there was something else glowing beside Mo Xiao’s heart. And that thing was also 

beating! 

That was… 

Yu Huang’s eyes suddenly widened as she stood up in shock and cried out, “It’s a Monster Core!” 

She Ying nodded heavily. “That’s right, it’s a Monster Core!” She Ying exerted force on Yu Huang’s hand 

and said excitedly, “We’ve all made a mistake. A real psychic divine fox can be reborn without a high-

level Spiritual Energy Replacement Bottle! I even suspect that the little fox had long predicted this 

possibility, so he asked you to give me the cave abode key.” 

She Ying touched the key on her neck and murmured, “He gave me the key to give me hope.” 

Yu Huang was still a little stunned. She said, “If that’s the case, why did Godfather’s half-brother use 

Spiritual Energy Replacement Bottles to be reborn?” 

She Ying sneered. “He’s just a dabbler. How can he compare to your Godfather?” 

Yu Huang also felt that She Ying’s words made sense. 

“I felt that it was very strange before. Godfather had clearly taken out the Monster Core in advance and 

stored it in the high-level Spiritual Energy Replacement Bottle, but he could still use demonic power and 

summon the soul of a divine beast. Now that I think about it, perhaps when he dug out the first Monster 

Core, the second Monster Core was born automatically.” 

Yu Huang gently stroked the nine-tailed fox’s smooth fur and suddenly smiled. 

Godfather, was this what you meant by turning the tables through fighting to the death? 
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She Ying gently stroked the black fox’s new fur and said, “I discovered that the little fox’s heart had 

recovered the day before yesterday. When I accompanied him to sleep last night, I sensed a weak 

spiritual energy fluctuation beside me. I took a closer look and realized that a second Monster Core had 

appeared in the little fox’s body.” 



The smooth fox fur slid away from She Ying’s slender fingertips. The slightly frivolous and charming smile 

that Yu Huang was familiar with appeared on She Ying’s face again. She tilted her head and said to Yu 

Huang, “I’ll continue to keep his spiritual power. I’ll hand that Prime Master Monster Core to you.” 

With that said, She Ying took out one of the high-level Spiritual Energy Replacement Bottles and handed 

it to Yu Huang. “The situation is unstable now. It’s inevitable that you, a Master, will encounter danger 

when you walk outside. Keep this thing. When you really reach a desperate situation, it can protect 

you.” 

“Take it as a gift from the little fox.” 

Hearing She Ying’s words, Yu Huang put away the bottle. 

“By the way.” Yu Huang recalled what the Pixiu Demon had said outside the cave. She asked She Ying, 

“Who is the Lord that the Pixiu Demon mentioned?” What did the Pixiu Demon mean by that? 

She Ying didn’t seem to want to answer this question. She changed the topic and said, “Recently, 

although the number of Beast Tamers hunting demon beasts has decreased, there are still Beast Tamers 

secretly hunting demon beasts in the periphery. Ah Huang, when you go back, remember to tell the old 

dean to take this matter seriously. If Beast Tamers continue to hunt our kind, a disaster will definitely 

happen.” 

The grudge between Beast Tamers and demon beasts had been there for a long time. Although She Ying 

used to hate those Beast Tamers, her attitude wasn’t as tough as it was now. Yu Huang said 

thoughtfully, “Godmother, has something big happened in the demon beast race recently?” 

She Ying still refused to reply to Yu Huang and only said, “In short, the demon beasts have been a little 

restless recently. If the Beast Tamers dare to offend them, they will definitely suffer.” 

“I understand.” 

Yu Huang chatted with She Ying for a while more before leaving with Sheng Xiao. Before they left, She 

Ying gave them a pair of fang pendants. She said, “This fang pendant has my aura on it. If you bring it 

into the abyss, you won’t be attacked by those demon beasts.” 

“Thank you, Godmother.” 

The two of them hung the fang pendant on the belt of their pants and left together. 

Yu Huang was about to fly back when Sheng Xiao said, “The Blood Goat Milk Fruit in the abyss should be 

ripe this season. Do you want to eat it?” 

“Blood Goat Milk Fruit?” Yu Huang had never eaten it before. She asked Sheng Xiao, “Is it tasty?” 

“I ate it once when I was young.” After a pause, Sheng Xiao said, “My mother brought it back for me.” 

Sheng Xiao’s mother was a divine demon. Sheng Xiao’s soul was unstable when he was young. Lan Yao 

would occasionally go deep into the primitive forest to dig some immortal grass to repair his soul. 

Sheng Xiao had eaten the Blood Goat Milk Fruit twice, but he didn’t receive such treatment after his soul 

stabilized. 



“Speaking of which, Yang Yang has never eaten this fruit before. We can pick some fruits and send them 

to the Divine Realm Academy.” Sheng Xiao looked at the time and said, “It’s six o’clock now. Let’s try to 

get back to the academy tomorrow morning.” They had no mission tonight. 

“Okay.” 

The sky would only darken at eight o’clock in the abyss. Sheng Xiao pulled Yu Huang and ran under the 

dusk, attracting the attention of many demon beasts. The demon beasts smelled She Ying’s domineering 

aura on them and didn’t take the initiative to provoke them. 

“It’s right in front!” 

Sheng Xiao smelled the Blood Goat Milk Fruit. 

The two of them passed through a huge thorny forest and arrived at a forest spring. They saw a sky full 

of Blood Goat Milk Fruits. These fruits grew on a kind of thorny vine that grew along a towering ancient 

tree. The Blood Goat Milk Fruit’s appearance was crystal clear, and its skin was thin and watery. Under 

the setting sun, one could see the meridians in the flesh through the thin skin. 

The Blood Goat Milk Fruit was reflected in the spring, and the spring water was blood red. 

Yu Huang threw a stone into the spring. She saw some fanged demon beast fish swarming out of the 

spring and biting the stone into pieces in the blink of an eye. She raised her eyebrows and said to Sheng 

Xiao, “Let’s be careful. Don’t fall into the spring and become fish fodder.” 

“Don’t worry.” 

Sheng Xiao flew up and pulled out the Dragon Sword. He slashed at the vines a few times. The Blood 

Goat Milk Fruits hanging on the vines fell one after another. Yu Huang used her psychic power to weave 

a net to catch them. The net opened and caught all the goat milk fruits. In the spring, the ugly fish 

opened their mouths and waited for them to fall into their mouths. 
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However, they did not get to eat any. 

The two of them squatted on the lawn and picked up the fruits. Seeing that the fish looked funny and 

pitiful with their mouths open, Yu Huang picked up a bunch of Blood Goat Milk Fruits and threw them to 

the fish. The fish immediately opened their mouths and ate the Blood Goat Milk Fruits clean. 

The juice of the Blood Goat Milk Fruit spread in the spring, and the water in the spring immediately 

turned red. 

Sheng Xiao put two boxes into it. He said, “Send this box to Father and this box to Yang Yang.” Then, he 

suddenly looked at Yu Huang and asked, “Do you have any friends you want to give them to?” 

Yu Huang could hear the caution in Sheng Xiao’s voice. Yu Huang knew that Sheng Xiao was worried that 

she would be sad when she thought of her deceased family. 



Yu Huang lowered her head and sorted the fruits. She said, “My father would definitely like to eat this.” 

But he was no longer around. 

“Anna must like this fruit too.” But Anna was no longer around. 

Sheng Xiao said, “Blood Goat Milk Fruit is nutritious and is most suitable for pregnant women. Vivian is 

in the late stages of pregnancy, right? Why don’t we send her a box?” 

Yu Huang smiled and said, “That’s my plan.” 

The two of them quickly sorted out the fruits. They mailed three boxes to their family and friends and 

ate two boxes themselves. The rest would be brought back to their classmates in the academy and Di 

Ruofeng. After everything was done, the two of them stood up and were about to leave when a soft 

female voice suddenly said, “Human, give us some and we’ll tell you a secret.” 

Huh? 

The two of them subconsciously stopped in their tracks. 

Yu Huang looked around but did not see a little girl or young demon beast. She suspected that she was 

hallucinating. “Brother Xiao, did you hear a little girl’s voice?” 

Sheng Xiao looked around in confusion. He nodded and said, “She asked us for the Blood Goat Milk 

Fruit.” 

“I heard it too.” 

At this moment, the girl said, “Idiot, I’m behind you!” 

Yu Huang thought of a possibility. She hurriedly turned her head to look at the spring and saw a 

clownfish floating on the water. It opened its mouth and said to them, “That’s right, I’m talking to you!” 

Staring at the clownfish, Yu Huang couldn’t help but laugh. 

It seemed that the fish in the spring were also demon beasts that had cultivated for a long time. 

Sheng Xiao crossed his arms and walked to the spring. He looked down at the fish and said coldly, “What 

do you know?” 

The little fish snorted proudly and said, “Although I’m weak, our Blood Fish Clansmen are the true 

original residents of the Abyssal Origin Forest. Ten thousand years ago, before the demon beasts 

migrated here, we already existed!” 

“We existed as long as the abyss did. We are the true masters of the Abyssal Origin Forest!” 

Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang looked at each other. Sheng Xiao squatted down beside the spring and 

revealed a mysterious expression. 

Seeing that Sheng Xiao was silent and looking at it calmly, the little fish was terrified. It subconsciously 

dived into the spring. 

Yu Huang suddenly threw a Blood Goat Milk Fruit into the spring. 



The Blood Goat Milk Fruit slowly sank along the spring. Suddenly, the clownfish rushed over and 

swallowed the Blood Goat Milk Fruit in one bite. Then, it wagged its tail and emerged from the spring. It 

stared at the Blood Goat Milk Fruit in Yu Huang’s hand and actually drooled while revealing a hungry 

expression. 

Yu Huang was really dumbfounded when she saw a fish drooling. 

She stared at the Blood Goat Milk Fruit Tree above her head and then at the clownfish’s ravenous gaze. 

She suddenly said, “You guys don’t eat this usually?” 

The clownfish actually revealed an aggrieved expression. It said softly, “The Blood Goat Milk Fruit is a 

tribute fruit to high-level demon beasts. Every time the Blood Goat Milk Fruit is about to ripen, the 

nearby powerful demon beasts will guard here. When the Blood Goat Milk Fruit is ripe, they will pluck all 

of them. Our Blood Fish Clan uses the Blood Goat Milk Fruit as food. Only by eating the Blood Goat Milk 

Fruit can our cultivation level be increased. Because of the arrival of the demon beasts, our Blood Fish 

Clan has been hungry for thousands of years.” 

“No wonder.” 

Yu Huang squatted down by the spring like Sheng Xiao. She picked another fruit and threw it at the 

clownfish. 

The clownfish hurriedly opened its mouth and ate the fruit. Seeing that the clownfish had eaten a few 

fruits in a row, the other clownfish also emerged from the water and waited to be fed. 

Yu Huang was in a good mood. With the many fruits in her hand, she fed them while obtaining 

information. “Your clan has lived here for thousands of years? How old are you?” 

A thin clownfish said, “I’m the oldest in the clan. I’ve already livedâ€¦” For a moment, it couldn’t 

remember how many years it had lived. It said,” When I was born, the continent was still in chaos. At 

that time, the place I lived was not in water, but amidst the chaos. At that time, this world was very 

small. There were no animals, people, or plants. There was only a black fog and a towering tower. 

However, at that time, often, a person would suddenly appear in this world and then disappear. ” 

Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao looked at each other. She mouthed, “Skysplit Tower.” The person who 

suddenly appeared and disappeared was most likely the Divine Master who created the Holy Spirit 

Continent. 

Just like how every time she and Sheng Xiao comprehended the power of the Divine Master, they would 

be pulled into a small world by a force. 
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Sheng Xiao nodded. He asked the clownfish, “What happened after that?” 

“As the stars moved, the area of this world became larger and larger. Plants began to appear. Later, 

some small animals ran out of the Skysplit Tower. The animals reproduced on this continent, and the 

continent finally became lively. During that period, the continent was the world of the animals, and we 

also found the sea that was most suitable for us to live in.” 



“Perhaps it was because the days in the sea were too comfortable, but we gradually forgot our ability to 

fly and walk, and became fish that could only swim in water. Later, because of the crustal movement, 

the sea we lived in became smaller and smaller. Gradually, it turned from a vast sea to a lake, and later, 

it shrank to the spring you see.” 

Hearing this, Yu Huang immediately asked, “You’re saying that in the beginning, the animals ran out of 

the Skysplit Tower?” 

“That’s right,” said the old clownfish. “The Sky Skysplit Tower is the center of this world. All intelligent 

creatures are sent into this world through there.” 

Yu Huang narrowed her eyes. 

The center of the world? 

Sheng Xiao asked the clownfish, “Do you still remember when humans appeared?” 

“Human?” 

The old clownfish thought about it carefully and said, “I don’t remember the details. I only remember 

that one day, a person suddenly walked out from the sky. He sent a group of dark children to this world. 

At first, those children were chased and eaten by the demon beasts as food. At that time, I often saw 

children being chased all over the world by demon beasts. At that time, I thought those children were 

food given to the demon beasts by that person. Later, I found out that they were the most perfect 

intelligent species he chose.” 

The old clownfish told Sheng Xiao, “I’ve lived in this world my entire life. I’ve seen the birth of countless 

living beings and their destruction. Only you humans have reproduced until now.” The old clownfish 

sighed with emotion. “You guys are so weak. You don’t have iron faces, sharp teeth, or sharp claws and 

wings, but you guys forced those ferocious demon beasts to have nowhere to escape and became the 

masters of this world…” 

“Sigh, to be honest, if I hadn’t brought my people into the sea to live and forgotten my ability to live on 

land, perhaps our Blood Fish Clan would have become the masters of the continent…” 

After hearing what the old clownfish said, Sheng Xiao really believed that the old clownfish knew many 

secrets about this world. He looked up at the vines on the tree and saw more than ten strings of Blood 

Goat Milk Fruits hanging on the tree. He suddenly said to the old clownfish, “Senior, if you can answer a 

few questions for me, I’m willing to pick all the remaining Blood Goat Milk Fruits for you to eat.” 

The old clownfish and the rest nodded at the same time. 

Sheng Xiao asked the first question. “What’s the name of the person who could enter and exit Skysplit 

Tower freely?” 

The clownfish looked at the old clownfish in unison. 

The old clownfish was stunned for a moment before saying, “I think… I think he was called the Holy 

Spirit… Holy Spirit Goldfeather.” 



Upon hearing the surname ‘Goldfeather’, Yu Huang immediately thought of the founder of the Divine 

Realm Academy, Prime Master Goldfeather. She asked the old clownfish, “How did you know?” 

The old clownfish said, “I remember that the group of children who first came to this world called him 

that.” 

Holy Spirit Goldfeather. 

So the Holy Spirit Continent was named after him? 

Yu Huang then raised the second question. “Who is the Lord?” 

“The Lord?” This time, without waiting for the old clownfish to answer, the group of clownfish 

chattered. “I know the Lord!” 

“I also know the legend of the Lord as well!” 

“I often hear those demon beasts mention the Lord!” 

Yu Huang found them noisy, so she pointed at the clownfish that had stopped them at the start. “Little 

fellow, tell me.” 

When the clownfish saw that Yu Huang had chosen her, it felt greatly satisfied. It told Yu Huang, “The 

Lord is the master of all demons. It is a majestic Fire Unicorn!” 

Yu Huang turned to ask Sheng Xiao, “Have you ever heard of this person… this demon?” 

Sheng Xiao replied thoughtfully, “I remember seeing information about the Fire Unicorn in a book that 

records the War of Freedom.” Ten thousand years ago, the humans, merfolk, elves, and beastmen 

joined forces to resist the demon beasts and successfully forced them into the abyss. That battle was 

called the War of Freedom by the beast tamers. 

“Ten thousand years ago, the Fire Unicorn was once the super demon beast with the strongest demonic 

power on the Holy Spirit Continent. At that time, the demon beast was the ruler, so the Fire Unicorn was 

also the number one expert in the world. According to records, when the four races joined forces to 

suppress the demon beasts, in order to protect its subjects, the Fire Unicorn gave its subjects a place to 

rest. It knelt down in public and surrendered. It took the initiative to dig out the Monster Core and offer 

it to Prime Master Goldfeather to express its sincerity.” 

 


